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Black-Standard-version

SKU Designation French Law Shots Weight (g) Airsoft Type MSRP

PG3805
REP PTS ZEV ED-BROWN
1911 STANDARD - NOIR

**PX NET** 
Vente libre 24  914  Gas  269.00 € incl. tax

Introducing the PTS ZEV ED-BROWN 1911, a premium metal blowback gas pistol, Commander sized.
Crafted with meticulous attention to detail, this 1911 pistol offers a slim grip and single-action trigger,
allowing for intuitive handling and fast, accurate shots. The pistol's slide is compatible with RMR optics,
allowing for easy installation of red dot sights, and it comes with a removable, externally threaded 14mm
barrel, compatible with suppressors and tracers, as well as with a thread protector.

Red dot sight not included.

 

Featuring a 4.25" Commander slide and single-stage Government frame, this model also features an
integrated 1913 rail for lighting, allowing for versatile attachment of accessories. Cutouts ZEV "Orion" slide
inserts add a touch of sophistication to its appearance, while the dimpled outer barrel enhances its aesthetic.

 

Designed with convenience and compatibility in mind, the pistol features an ambidextrous thumb safety,
ensuring ease of use for both left and right-handed users. The outer barrel is stabilized to minimize any
unwanted movement, thanks to a spring located inside the reloading chamber.

Durability is prioritized with a sturdy steel hammer set, including the hammer, disconnector, firing pin and
trigger. The magazine valve is also made of steel and each magazine has a capacity of 24 rounds.
Additionally, the magazine baseplate comes pre-installed with the PTS Enhanced Pistol Shockplate 1911,
further improving performance.

With excellent Tokyo Marui compatibility, the PTS ZEV ED-BROWN 1911 shares many internal
components with the Tokyo Marui 1911, including the outer barrel, acceleration chamber, hammer set, lower
frame area and magazine . The 15mm air nozzle is compatible with Tokyo Marui V-10 models.

 

Features :

Plus de visuels
disponibles
sur le site
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Trademarks licensed under ZEV/EB.
A single-stage Commander slide and Government mount
The ZEV "Orion" slide cut set.
Barrel engraved with the ZEV signature
Pre-installed with the PTS Enhanced Pistol Shockplate 1911
The Magwell HARDCORE® Government one-piece
Slide ready to receive an RMR optic.
Compatible with suppressors and tracers
Durable steel hammer set
Most internal components have excellent compatibility with Tokyo Marui
The outer barrel is stabilized to minimize any unwanted movement.
Ambidextrous thumb safety
The hop-up's rubber and piston head are expertly manufactured by MEC.

 

Black color
Material: Metal/Polymer
Finish: matte black
Length of outer barrel: 108 mm
Inner barrel length: 100 mm
Weight: approximately 914g (without packaging) / approximately 1200g (with packaging)
Dimensions: 320x185x55mm (packaging)
Muzzle velocity: 300 FPS (approx.) @ 0.2g BB (Top Gas)
Magazine compatibility: Tokyo Marui 1911
Magazine capacity: 24 bullets
Hop-Up: Adjustable
Gas line gasket: Purple 70 degrees
Air return: Yes
Firing mode: Semi/Safe
Power Source: Top Gas

 

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


